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SARAH A. STRUSZCZYK(June 9,1983)
 
There isn't much to describe but here goes nothing. I am twenty five years old
and I have a 15 month old daughter named Hannah. I work full time doing Data
Entry and I am a Church going Christian. I love to laugh and have a good time
whenever possible. Days are too short not to smile. I embrace Jesus Christ in my
life 100% and when all is said and done and my days are up I hope that my
poetry will live on.
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A Longer Stay
 
straying away from existence
trying to ease the pain
because i lose it within an instance
and i'm back to square one again
trying to act civil
trying not to cry
feeling caught in the middle
of being alive and wanting to die
ashamed of how things ended
without the chance to say goodbye
no chance for any words transended
just left with a question, why?
keep saying i am strong
holding my head high
but feeling like i no longer belong
ever since you're not here by my side
there's so much i wanted to say
but the words will go unsaid
cant stop you from going on your way
when i'm alive and now you're dead
just wish i could turn back time
and save you from that day
put life back on an instant rewind
so that you get a longer stay
 
6/5/06
Dedicated to my very close friend: Nelson F. Lopez
 
SARAH A. STRUSZCZYK
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All About Me
 
There are two sides to this beautiful face
One I keep hidden, one I must chase
Not knowing where to turn or be
I keep myself satisfied by just being me
Wanting so much to make everyone happy
Forgetting what it led to, me feeling crappy
I stand all alone on a dark gloomy night,
Determined to find myself; determined to fight.
Triumph must come from deep within
Feelings of accomplishment must soon begin
Look back at my reflection and no longer cry
Proud of whom I am, proud that now I try
It’s safe to say I still love your embrace
But my love is getting smaller and will begin to erase
 
No I don’t hate you nor do I hold a grudge
But I fear I am certain in giving you up
So afraid to be alone how will it be
Will I ever really find someone to truly love me?
I kick back relax and enjoy the ride
This journey may be bumpy but it won’t be denied
I face it head on and worry only for today
For tomorrow is just a sleep away
I will now live for just me and my daughter
Cleansing my soul like we wash our bodies in water
I embrace our Lord, Jesus Christ and his love
No one is greater than the Man above
 
 
My life has changed dramatically since I let Jesus live through me
All my worries became petty as I thought they would be
Here in the end, God’s love for me is strong
For he took me out of a situation I just didn’t belong
I thank God for the courage and strength to leave
For the shelter he gave me for all this relief
When life gets you down remember He’s by your side
Don’t deny His love or existence, embrace it with pride!
 
September 20,2008
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SARAH A. STRUSZCZYK
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Dancing In The Rain
 
Dancing in the rain
Or drowning in my tears
Filled with hurt and pain
I repent for all these years
Muffled by your sorrow
Cornered by your bliss
Looking forward to tomorrow
And all the shitty things I’ll miss
Humble to your anger
Taking all the hurtful words like a pro
Letting my thoughts hang upon a hanger
Silently trapped inside my pretend show
Hating me for what I’ve done
It’s understandable to me
But taking it out on everyone else to come
Is just a stupid thing I forsee
This is not the end of the world
Just the end to a fucked up tale
I couldn’t be the perfect girl
I couldn’t wear the wedding veil
Just couldn’t see the future
Involving you and me
So I had to hurt you this one time
To set this dysfunctional relationship free
 
SARAH A. STRUSZCZYK
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Disappointment Not Rare
 
My thoughts turn back to yesterday
the day plays over and over inside my head
acting as if I'm okay
when really my emotions are dead.
Settling for a partial you
accepting the way you were
not knowing the things you would do
too much of a shock when they did occur
my heart became immune to your lies
the pain you caused just numbed my emotions
would crumble up the minute I was able to be alone to cry
hiding the disappointment covering with devotion.
the biggest step was walking away
leaving you alone to walk this path
not knowing whether you'll be okay
i had to get out and get out fast
 
SARAH A. STRUSZCZYK
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Do You?
 
Every passing moment
Every passing day
Fate keeps bringing us back
When we try to run away
 
What does it all mean?
I wish I knew
All I can say right now
Is how I feel when I’m with you!
 
So easy to just run
Bury what we feel deep down
Forget what it is we feel for each other
When you and I are around
 
But actions speak louder than words
And your actions are speaking for you
Do you really want to be with her?
The way you say you do?
 
SARAH A. STRUSZCZYK
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Doesn'T Matter
 
Say you love me and there's no affect
can't feel the love you say you bare
I've come across a heart defect
can no longer believe you even care.
 
My journey with you has been long
I thought we had something great
but boy o boy was I wrong
and now its all too late
 
My love for you has went beyond the limits
I loved you enough to bare your seed
and now I'm here all alone
wondering why I had done your deed
 
A child should be created with love from both to share
but your love isn't around no more
don't even think it was ever there...
 
You can call me any name in the book
nothing more you can do or say will matter
cause I have had it up to here with you
my heart has been stepped on and shattered.
 
SARAH A. STRUSZCZYK
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Eternity
 
I repeat to myself the things I dread to hear
The worries, the stress, the doubt the fear
I say these things cause nothing but grief
But these things do not allow it self to seek
For I am the one that allows it to stay
When I can easily brush these problems away
By putting my life fully in God’s hands
I will take a new road towards a destiny with many lands
Tomorrow never a promise, but eternity it’s true
Live your life for the glory of God, and eternity shall belong to you.
 
September 30,2008
 
SARAH A. STRUSZCZYK
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For All
 
For all the empty promises
For all the well thought lies
I sit here with my head in my hands
And whisper my goodbyes.
As hard as it is to turn away
Walk away and stand alone
I know I’ll prevail
And hope you change on your own
Believing there’s a better man
Deep within your soul
Hoping one day you’d realize
Before my heart turns cold
I need to know I’m safe in the arms of the man I love
But how can you say you love me back if drinking is all you think of?
Silently I pray
Hoping you turn well
Rid yourself of this disease
Catch yourself even though you fell
 
D: Ricardo Caban
August 20,2006
 
SARAH A. STRUSZCZYK
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Goodbye My Lover
 
This part of my life is called being smart
No longer can I live my life through my heart
Enough pain, enough bullshit enough to leave
Should have done this a long time ago~ what a relief!
 
Never again will I allow you to get the best of me
No more feeling melancholy
I have to be happy and live my life
Take care of my daughter; no more strife!
 
You only cause me to feel hurt and sick
Enough with your self pity-get over it!
Life’s not that bad you’re alive and breathing
You’re 30 years old grow up and start believing
 
Bring Christ into your life; embrace his name
Give up all the evil and be reborn again
I need to walk away, things will never be right
No more trust will I have; all we’ll ever do is fight.
 
No regrets, just lessons learned
Of how I fell in love and eventually got burned
I have a beautiful daughter so I can’t keep playing this game
She is the reason I breathe, the reason I’m still sane
 
You need to find yourself, and you need to get better
Cause I can no longer stick around through your stormy weather.
This is my exit, no more can I stay
I hope you get better, every night I will pray
 
My love has faded and will never again be right
Just take this experience into consideration your next relationship and fight
Fight your inner Demon; cast him away to the side
Embrace the Lord our savior for He is always right.
 
Goodbye my lover, goodbye my friend
I know it hurts, but we must end.
 
D: Ricardo Caban
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June 3,2008
 
SARAH A. STRUSZCZYK
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Grief
 
Falling into the pit of my own hell
Refusing to see the light
When all I want to do is yell
Eversince God took you from my sight
Should I sit here and smile
pretend like everything's okay
Sure I could play 'happy' for a little while
but soon enough grief knocks at my door and comes back into play
Trying not to cry anymore
but it's hard to maintain my cool
when I feel I have no more reason to live for
accept to be the friend who was left behind without you!
My emotions are boggled more than you could believe
I'm here numb from head to toe filled with a maximum compacity of grief.
I miss you more than you'll ever know, Nelson I LOVE YOU! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
I will NEVER FORGET YOU! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
 
SARAH A. STRUSZCZYK
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Hidden Love
 
Trying to figure out my life
Trying to figure out what I truly want
Can’t seem to do anything right
And the mistakes I make only come back to haunt
What is love?
Does it even exist?
Do you really fall in love?
With the very first kiss
Romance plays in fairy tales
It’s non existent in my world
Don’t know what it is to be swept off my feet
I’m just your normal average girl
Standing behind the shadows
Hiding in my own hurt
Fading away every passing minute
Feeling lower than dirt
Reaching out for something
Or someone to set me free
Lost and filled with the nothingness
That makes up what’s inside of me.
 
SARAH A. STRUSZCZYK
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How Can We?
 
Such a short distance beyond where we are and where we truly wish to be
If only we can open our eyes truly and love everyone so openly
Trust our life in the hands of our Lord, Jesus Christ
Ensures a lifetime filled without worries, without struggle
Life is what you make of it, felt bad or good
Life is who you choose to be, life can be misunderstood
Through God all is clear, and all can view
Through God, we love one another as much as God loves me and you
Say it to yourself bring these thoughts into your mind
How can you keep searching for happiness, when it need not be find
Happiness always within us, if we let it shine bright through
Happiness within the prayers and within the dreams our whole lives through
A sense of accomplishment filled with doubtful fears
How can we say we trust in Him if we live regretful years?
 
September 30,2008
 
SARAH A. STRUSZCZYK
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Hurts
 
I need to get you off of my mind
It’s driving me insane
You don’t want me, fine!
I will no longer love you in vain.
 
Separate the two
I need to fall out of love with you.
 
I struggle, pushing myself away
Only wanting the best for you every day
 
Forcing myself to smile when you speak her name
Secretly wishing it was me all the same
How can I desire you when it’s never been right?
Why do I push myself away and yet still continue to fight.
 
Life is too short I need to say what’s real
But it will not change the present time and that’s what hurts to feel
 
SARAH A. STRUSZCZYK
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I Cannot Deal With This
 
There are no words to describe the feelings that I feel
One minute I feel one way but I know that it’s not real
I grab my head and cry, not knowing what to do
How can I possibly hold on to someone like you?
You’ve pushed me when I was down
Pushed me further and further away
Distance is making me realize
That our home is not where I want to stay
Happiness is not fully there, you still continue to do the same
When will you ever realize what I say to you isn’t a game?
I’m trying to help you help us, but you’re selfish and do what you please
So when I finally move on with someone new; don’t you dare get down on your
knees!
Don’t beg for me to stay, don’t beg for another chance; because I have waited 6
long years for another spark to happen in our romance
But you just kept assuming taking advantage thinking I’d always be around
But it’s getting closer to that moment and I can no longer keep myself down
Your choices, your reasons whatever it may be
They all pushed me away from you honestly
The trust is gone the hate exists
I love you but I hate you
And I cannot deal with this.
 
September 9,2008
 
SARAH A. STRUSZCZYK
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Inside My Facade
 
Staring at this blank screen
Trying not to cry
When I really want to scream
Because I’m convinced all you’ll ever do is lie
How can I believe in you?
How can I believe in us?
When you broke that bond long ago
I can no longer find that trust.
So tired of playing the fool
Being lied to in my face
Looking into your eyes
And trusting you in our place
But soon enough the truths revealed
Whether it take a day or a year
And I’m left here wandering
As my heart fills up with more fear
So afraid to take that next step
Dying on the inside of this façade
Tell me what do I have left?
Don’t think this will ever get very far
 
SARAH A. STRUSZCZYK
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Learning How To Deal
 
I listen to the beating of my heart
I hear the laughter and the tears
I end what never gets a start
And this is added within my fears
Work, always goes undone
Never finish what I set out to do
Don’t really open up to anyone
I hid myself from the world and you
Allow me to take this moment
Believe within myself
Hold it for as long as possible
Bring back my happier self
Food has taken control of me
I would live to eat instead of eat to live
And because of this I’m standing here
With nothing but heartache to give
Reaching out for someone
Reaching out for hope
Turning away on what’s important
Instead of dealing how to cope
 
August 29,2006
 
SARAH A. STRUSZCZYK
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Let Me Know
 
I don’t know what to say
Or think about this anymore
You tell me not to think in a negative way
And yet you open and close the door
 
Tell me what’s going on in your head
Or why you’re keeping your distance
It’s as if to you I’m dead
And you forgot about my existence
 
If you want to be with Chris
Believe me, that isn’t a problem
Of course the times with you I’ll miss
But I just want you to be happy.
 
The friendship we share is very rare
So please don’t run away
Pick up your phone and show you care
Don’t ignore me like it’s okay
 
All I ever wanted was a friend like you
Where we can do nothing and still be content
If you were to leave; I don’t know what I’d do
Its like our friendship was heaven sent
 
I know she is your heart
So this is what I’ll say
I will stray apart
If things are better off for you that way
 
Just let me know what you desire
And your wish is my command
Even if I burnt myself by playing with fire
Its nothing I regret, understand?
 
SARAH A. STRUSZCZYK
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Life Is Not Promised
 
Everyday is a blessing
For tomorrow is never promised
I learned this through a lesson
And I feel like my heart is garnished
Taking advantage of every moment I thought to be
Taking granted of our friendship standing
So lonely ever since you left me
 
This heartache of mine has become so demanding.
 
Such a heavy impact to bear
My heart still bleeds with pain
Your loss has set me to a status of unfair
And I feel anger in my life again
 
Why haven’t you come around?
Why haven’t I seen your face?
I’m lost and I am down
No one could ever take your place!
 
Dedicated to: Nelson F. Lopez
August 3,2006
 
SARAH A. STRUSZCZYK
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Lost Without You
 
dont want it to be real
never wanted it to be fate
cant control the way i feel
cant control the things i hate
i'm trying not to cry,
but thats hard for me not to do
keep asking myself why
why God had to take you
my hearts bleeding with pain
at times i just want to scream
my life will never be the same again
praying that this is all just a dream
sometimes i wish i could take your place
cause i'm already dead inside
keep seeing an image of your face
and that article from the day you died
missing you so much it hurts to breathe
crying out for you
this is all just so hard for me to believe
sitting here with nothing else to do
you used to make me smile
you used to make me laugh
to see you again i'd walk a million miles
but i know that's something i cant have
i feel so helpless, i feel so blue
i feel so distraught without the presence of you
everytime i see the door i'm hoping you'd walk through
looking at the empty parking spot parying i'd see you
wiping the tears away
saying it'll be okay
come into work again the next day
hoping things would go my way
i have no one to talk to
i lost my best friend
why did God have to choose you
why put your life to an end
Nelson, if you hear me
help to ease this pain
because i'm losing grip of reality
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i'm feeling depressed again
you were like my little brother
not only a good friend
i talked to you more than any other
you were like a God send
tonight i'll close my eyes
tomorrow i'll awake
and i'll cry again by sunrise
as my heart continues to break
 
SARAH A. STRUSZCZYK
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Love
 
Love is such a crock of bullshyt
It wears and tears at your heart
No one truly loves you
No one will ever start
To love is to hurt
To hurt is to cry
Cry those tears; no one cares
End your life; they won’t be there
Sadness overwhelming
Loneliness transcending
Damaged; broken; fatal
Holding on to nothing
No one left to cradle
 
SARAH A. STRUSZCZYK
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Making Myself Ugly
 
Staring around the room
Watching people happy and filled with cheer
Wondering why I’m not feeling the same
Just want to go home already and drink a beer.
Wishing I was free
Free from stress, hurt & this life
Creating a downfall…
He wants me to be his wife.
Pushing the time further and further back
Not willing to give in
It’s been almost six years
And I doubt he’ll ever win.
Forcing myself to smile
Holding back my tears
I’m okay for a little while
But than again I’ve been drinking beers
Don’t want to fall into a hole
Where no one can ever love me
Closing my heart off to the world
Making myself ugly
 
SARAH A. STRUSZCZYK
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Missing You
 
You're far away but close in heart
a memory that will always be
i try not to let myself fall apart
not accepting reality
the day u left was all too sudden
took advantage of the time we spent
not knowing id lose u or something
now im filled w/much regret
so young so charming too smart to go
but still ur gone and away
will i ever visit u? No.
because i have u in my heart every day
i miss u  & love u always  & forever
 
SARAH A. STRUSZCZYK
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My Soulmate
 
I wish I could explain just how my life has changed
 
with all the struggles and obstacles that have set me out off range
 
Never knew the meaning of true love till an Angel came to me
 
My days and nights became a place I enjoyed to be
 
With her glance, smile, hugs and her kiss
 
I wonder how I ever lived my life without all this
 
That sparkle in her eyes when she glares into my face
 
I can’t help but to wonder why she picked this waste
 
I’m not the best Mother and she deserves the best
 
So scared of making any mistakes I shake within my chest
 
Remembering my childhood everytime I held her near
 
my heart beating within hers the sound becomes so clear
 
This love I feel cannot ever break
 
My love for her no one could ever take
 
She’s the reason I smile and laugh each day
 
and she chose ME so I’m here to stay
 
My darling daughter Hannah Jane
 
Mommy Loves you all the same
 
when years go by and you grow old
 
please still come to me to hold
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in your pain n joyful times
 
i hope to be there; do not decline
 
Each day of hell and heavenly bliss
 
from infant years to teenage that become memories we miss
 
For now you’re still a baby; well that you’ll always be
 
And I’ll cherish every day with you and hold that memory
 
And when I die and lose your heart
 
please know I’m loving you no matter how far apart
 
I’ll wait forever for your warmth of love
 
to keep you in my heart always from up above.
 
 
So Hannah Jane my reason for breathing
 
These are the words I cherish and believe in
 
Mommy loves you more than you’ll ever know
 
Hannah please do take your time to grow
 
I love you! !
 
SARAH A. STRUSZCZYK
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Myself
 
Filled with empty goals
Filled with emptiness
From all the tales I’ve told
To wondering how it ever got to this
Lost the inner me
Forgot where I was headed
To where I should be
To the moments I faced and dreaded
Living for someone else
Pushing my problems behind
Trying to make everyone else happy
And keeping my own happiness out of mind
Today I stand and fight
Take control of what is mine
Make my wrongs become right
Before I lose myself in time
 
SARAH A. STRUSZCZYK
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New Day
 
hesitation when i close my eyes
celebration when i see a sunrise
devastation when i hear the lies
concentration just to say my goodbyes
 
but its a new day started over again
i get to play it anyway i please
how do i wish this day to end
o how i wish ud take care of ur disease
 
i love u and hate u all in the same breath
ur the savior and the enemy
without u i have nothing left
but with you i feel pain heavily
 
but tomorrow is a new day
the sun gets to set and rise once more
so i love u again anyway
until i can fully walk out the door
 
SARAH A. STRUSZCZYK
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New Year, New You
 
Just like the smell of the rain
Most can tell when it’s about to pour
And some can sense the pain
Another has had to endure
I can sense your loneliness
Without looking into your eyes
The voice is never needed
To reveal your disguise
You hide behind a façade
Pretending it will all go away
Giving everything a reason
For the way things run each day
Never satisfied with life
Never satisfied with you
Making excuses for where you are now
Never knowing what to do
Breaking on the inside
Never allowing it be seen
Needing to be the strong one
Laying low behind the scene
Mark my very words
No more emptiness will you bear
For soon comes a new year
And this time you won’t just be anywhere
 
SARAH A. STRUSZCZYK
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No Title
 
Seems like everyone went back to normal
and forgot about you
when I sit here out of control
not knowing what to do
Holding in my tears
fighting back the pain
can't act the same as my peers
cant say I'll ever be the same again
I lost my best friend
I lost my happiness inside
too suddenly it came to an end
and now any emotions i have, i hide.
 
6/5/06 R.I.P. Nelson Fabiany Lopez 5/26/06
Lost But Never Forgotten
 
SARAH A. STRUSZCZYK
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Not A Necessity
 
Beyond all my thoughts
My mind is still boggled
Trying to fight the shove I feel
And trying to keep my emotions bottled
Remembering our times together
Remembering the good with the bad
Wishing I hadn’t stuck around so long
Then I wouldn’t be so sad
The shit that hurts the most
Are the lies I still continue to hear
The empty promises you try to provide me with
Month after month; and year after year.
You sit there quietly with no words to say
And then you wonder why I’m leaving
You’re letting me walk away.
Taking for granted that I’d always be around
In the back of your mind this you believe
Sitting there trying to act like you’re sad
Telling your self I’ll never leave.
But I can’t shake these thoughts
They keep coming back into play
Remembering when you’d choose booze over me
Remembering all the bitches you try to get with
You got balls for wanting me to stay
I read a quote a few days back
And the words were refreshing to my mind
How can I ever find Mr. Right? If I hold on to Mr. Wrong…
I need to remember what I deserve and not what I want.
You are a want, not a necessity
I deserve better for my daughter and me.
 
June 30,2008
 
SARAH A. STRUSZCZYK
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Past Relived
 
I remember the days I felt lost
the days I felt my life was one big mess
the way I felt love had a high cost
and caused just too much stress
Depression took the best of me
overwhelming emotions arose
it all just happened suddenly
and now i'm glad to say that chapter is closed
but i still turn back to whats suppose to be left in the past
the thing i love to do when i'm in pain the adrenaline that i cast
the one quick slit that brings a tear and at the same time a sudden rush
the red i see that eases my pain especially when i see it start to gush
is something wrong with me, or is this the way i deal?
i cant express myself verbally-so this is how i heal.
dont call me crazy or insane im perfectly normal and mature
but when it comes to unbearable pain this is something i must endure.
 
SARAH A. STRUSZCZYK
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Prevail
 
Through the highest power
Through the deepest land
I know I’ll make it through
With a simple touch of his hand
My Lord is my savior
Guides me through the light
I will stick beside him
I will win this fight
Every aching moment
Every tear I cry
I will turn to the Lord
And lift my head up high
Ask for his forgiveness
Ask for his strength
Lead me to the road I belong
Even if there’s nothing left
Inside I’m slowly dying
Hurts to watch him cry
Hurts to hear him say things to me
That slowly stops me from saying bye
But deep within I ask for help
Guide me to where I should be
Set myself to higher limits
Be the person God wants me to be
 
August 22,2006
 
SARAH A. STRUSZCZYK
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Rare
 
Staring off into the sky
As the moon shines brightly on my face
I remember the times you and I have shared
Those memories I can’t erase
Never have I had a friend like you
One so compassionate and fair
You are a friend I could never forget
I have a label for you and it’s rare
Some days I sit and wonder
Wondering what you’re doing all alone
If you ever sit and think of me
Or ever want to call me on the phone
These thoughts run rapidly through my mind
As deep down I try not to care
Burying my feelings deeper within
Until there’s nothing there
The darkest cast of shadow
That I have ever come to see
Has been what’s left of my life
The day you no longer wished to hang out with me
 
SARAH A. STRUSZCZYK
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Realization
 
I start to realize
Things become clear
I’m not where I started
I’m so far from here
 
Felt like nothings changed
Then I realize and see
I’m growing into my change
And starting to find me
 
As he thinks I’m stepping toward him
I fear that isn’t so
Not wanting to go back to that misery
I feel myself forever letting go
 
SARAH A. STRUSZCZYK
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Scared
 
Scared to move forward
Scared to fall behind
So scared of any changes
Scared of what I might find
Dwelling on what used to be
Living on mere thoughts
Instead of taking it a step further
I keep my inner self caught
Screaming inside with pain
Doesn’t phase anyone else but me
But soon I come to realize
This is what has got to be
 
SARAH A. STRUSZCZYK
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Self
 
Standing in a position that keeps me locked from hope
Learning how to pull myself together, learning how to cope
Fallen into my own debt, drowning in my tears
Saying goodbye to yesterday, sensing all my fears
Growing apart from what use to be and what is set forth to come
Listening to old melodies that reminds me of anyone
Aging by the day now, can’t rewind this thing called time
Freeing myself of felonies-for I’ve committed self hate crime
 
SARAH A. STRUSZCZYK
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Stop The Pain
 
The smell of it just made me cringe
knowing it once again got the best of you
you felt alone out on your binge
but alone was the last thing you were; in my view
An illness has eaten you up inside
and taken your reasons for living away
admit you need help stop taking this ride
and get the help you need starting today
stop the lies they cause pain
stop being dishonest to us and yourself
stop saying things only in vain
start caring now about your health
im afraid for you not only us
im afraid of you not being here another day
dont leave me stranded all alone
you're not meant to leave, not now anyway
your life is beautiful just open ur eyes
stop falling deeper into a hole
take the 1st step and stop the lies
they're unnecessary and no good for the soul
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Stronger!
 
You scream at me
You say I’m to blame
Tell me I’m your problem
For drinking again
Won’t let you walk all over me
No not anymore
I’m stronger then I ever was
I’m stronger then before
Won’t give in to your fake tears
Won’t listen to all your lies
I put up with your ass for too many years
That I don’t even dwell on any goodbyes
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Temporarily Me
 
I’m overcome with sadness
But you don’t give a damn
Could care less about how I’m hurting
Don’t give a shiit about who I am
My heart is f’n aching
I’m screaming out in pain
This beating that I’m taking
Will come back around to you again
 
Karma is a biatch
Just remember what I said
You can text whoever the fuk you want
But consider you and I dead
Time will heal all pain
That saying is very true
So I may be the one that’s hurting now temporarily
But in the future it shall be you! !
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The Things You Hide
 
You’ve never cheated with another chick
I’ve never caught you running a game
But still I’m standing here feeling sick
And it’s considered cheating to me all the same.
Lies turned into hate
Lies turned into tears
Lies that only push me further
As you swag down those beers
Nothings ever enough
The hard stuff comes into play
You hide it in spots you know I won’t look
And hope I’ll never look that way
But some day I will see
The truth I feel inside
The way you always betray me
Some day I’ll find the things you hide.
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This Friend
 
I have this friend who's just like me
but I dont call or talk to him as much as I should
but he's been there for me countlessly
and I tried to be there for him when I could.
this friend i know he has potential
his writing ability is one of the best
the thing we share most in common ill keep confidential
but i wont hesistate to share with you the rest
A great guy, a great friend who is always there
but lacks self-confidence within himself leaving him not to care
Sometimes i worry but never giveup hope
hoping one day he'd come down from this 'high'
still w/the drama he learns how to cope
and still can not say good-bye
if he were to take his life
id be devastated beyond control
cause there is nothing worth stabbing urself with a knife
only God can take our soul
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Thoughts
 
Confusion running through my mind; cant describe the way I feel
Trying not to lose what I find, I hold on to what used to be real
Don’t know whom to trust anymore, who says the truth and the lies
Can’t even trust myself no more, especially with guys
I hate not knowing what’s to come; anticipation is killing me inside
Maybe I came this far with intentions to run; or even intentions to hide.
So tired of worrying and giving a fuk; but its hard for me not to care
With all this drama going on I feel stuck; it’s like a trap for me to stay there
You want things to go back to the start; the way things were all so new
But that would never change the hurt I feel in my heart; after all the bullshit you
put me through.
Now all I hear is how I’ve changed and how it seems like I’m just not me
It’s funny how you forget the things I’ve done how I stood by your side
repeatedly
I never thought we’d end like this, but its true yet sad we’re done
I can’t see myself with you; and right now at this point anyone.
God give me the courage the strength to move forward; I feel so weak
I’m living each day like a zombie walking but dead inside refusing to speak
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Throw It Away
 
Sitting here filled with so much frustration
I burn inside from hurt
I’ve reached my limitation
Of being treated like dirt
Feeling as if you no longer care
No longer desire to feel my touch
So why do I still stand there
When it hurts inside so much
Tormented by the words you speak
So fierce piercing through my heart
I bet you never realize the pain
You bring that slowly tears me apart
Feeling less and less of a woman
Feeling uglier by the day
My heart is completely ruined
Might as well throw the shit away
 
February 22,2007
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Too Late
 
A memory is all you are to me
or should i say regret
you live in my dreams almost constantly
re-living dreams i cannot forget
the look the stare i feel the weight
i should of made my move when i had the chance
now i wonder is it all too late
is it just a hopeless untouched romance?
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Too Many Times Before
 
Too many times before
I’ve asked myself why
Wondering how it got this far
Wondering why I cry
Not wanting an explanation
Just wanting a release of this pain
But through my own hesitation
I am allowing myself to be hurt again
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Torture Time
 
I feel frozen in time, refusing to move ahead
cant get you off my mind, your existence i cant forget
people tell me not to cry, but thats hard for me not to do
to be strong believe me i try, but i lost a piece of me when i lost you
remembering the things we used to do, the games we used to play
how can i start a new, knowing things can no longer again be that way
i miss your presence beside me, i miss seeing you fall asleep
its so hard to face reality, it hurts and that is why i weep
God chose to take you now, so who am I to disagree
but i feel anger inside somehow, cause you're no longer here with me
I'm going crazy inside, so I could just imagine your wife
she must be losing her mind, because she lost the love of her life
i hope that you're okay, in heaven and all is well
those are words I never thought i'd say, but I have to face that you're gone.
 
6/5/06
D: N.F.L. aka Rabbit
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Triumphant
 
Loneliness, anger, hate, despise
These are emotions I hate to feel inside
You make me feel this towards you
With the stupid shit you do
You don’t really love me
It’s pretend and nothing but a game for you
Just want you to get better
For the sake of your children and family
But as far as we are concerned
No longer can I feel this pain.
Triumphant over my life
Succeeding one day I shall be
No longer will I allow you to keep me down
No longer will you take control of me! ! !
 
Dedicated to: Ricky
June 3,2008
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Untitled
 
Endangering myself, my hardships, my beliefs
Here I am struggling while you’re living like you’re from the streets
All my worries, my anguish, my pain
Could never be forgotten, never renewed again
Keep telling me you’ll change, you’ll get better for me
Five years later here I am and that change I still don’t see
Beginning to paint a picture, a fairytale, a dream
Of how I want my life to be but will never be.
You’re running out of time
My heart is turning cold
Can’t keep holding onto empty promises
When the persons not worth me to hold
December 27,2007
Dedicated to: Ricky Caban
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When We Meet Again
 
The clock keeps ticking away as pressure builds up inside
as time just passes by my emotions continue to hide.
I feel a heavy weight on top of my chest, and I dont know what to do
dont know whats the cause of this, just know I deeply miss you!
Everyday passes on by and I wait in hopes that I will see
staring into the nothingness of the air i'm meant to breathe
telling myself its okay, you're just a little late
but its been almost two months now and I still continue to wait
can't see you in my dreams anymore, you're nowhere to be found
i guess you're busy doing what you have to do and you cannot be around
still your face shines brightly through my mind just like it was today
and every thursday it hurts me more to work like i'm okay
the lasting memory i'll always have the last game of cards we played
still hurting me inside my heart to know you couldnt stay
when the day comes we meet in light, you better be ready to lose
cause we'll play another game of cards and i'll kick your ass in it a change from
old to new... i miss you so much! ! !
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Words Could Not Express
 
Words could never express
Tears could not explain
I know I’ve made one big mess
And caused you nothing but heartache and pain
My mind is in the gutter
My heads about to explode
Trying to tell you the truth without a stutter
My emotions overload
Feeling so helpless
Repenting for what I’ve done
So sorry I cannot handle this
Just got to face you’re not the one
My world’s turned upside down
Ashamed of the sins I’ve committed
Can’t be seen without a frown
Cause a smile on my face just wouldn’t fit it
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